
 

Greetings from Antalya 

Paradise Antalya by having a perfect weather and Mediterranean 
climate, nature and infrastructure for every sports branch, provides 
unlimited possibilities for the athletes of the world. 
 
Antalya, that is one of the capitals of the World Tourism, is the focus of 
interest of world athletes and clubs. 
 
Antalya, which is a pearl of Mediterranean region, is an important 
sports city famous with mild climate, qualified hotels, which can present 
all facilities of Mediterranean beaches, world famous Turkish cuisine, 
service, accommodation comfort, magnificent green fields and sports 
facilities. 
 
SPORTSCİTYANTALYA company providing high class organization 

service, our main branch is organizing camps for professional football 

teams. 

As an example of organization of camps for some of our friendly football 
teams we are providing services for Kyrgyzstan national team, 
Tajikistan national team, Turkmenistan national team, Slovenian Super 
league club FC Domzale and many other teams. 
 



I can endlessly list the benefits of sport for human health, because I have 

a basketball adventure that has risen to A team from the bottom lines of 

teams and I know what this sport has given me. For this reason we want 

to collect under a tournament roof in Antalya athletes like us, who gave 

their heart to the basketball sport. 

So combining our organizational experience, we will organize a 

VETERANS TOURNAMENT on 14-18 March 2018. This tournament will 

take place in Antalya Kemer-Kirish at LİMAK LİMRAL Hotel. 

Our tournament will be international and open for all foreign teams. 

Our goal is 40 teams half of which will be Turkish teams and the rest will 

be VETERAN basketball teams coming from foreign countries. 

Our partner, LİMAK LİMRA OTEL and SPORTSCİTYANTALYA team, 

have made our tournament project for basketball lovers, so that our 

athletes can have an extraordinary holiday with their family or friends 

in the tournament process, and enjoy the unforgettable memories by 

experiencing all the pleasures and friendship while playing basketball. 

WE ARE  WİLL BE VERY HAPPY TO HOST YOU İN PARADİSE 

ANTALYA. 

               Entrust your future success Dreamsto us... 

Bahcelievler Mah. Turgut Reis Caddesi 
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